Abstract. We investigate the concept of s − CS modules. Basic properties of these modules are given. We prove that any right s − CS, right CF is artinian and we answer the F GF conjecture positively in case of R is s − CS. Some properties of s−injective rings are given.
Introduction
A module M is said to satisfy C1−condition or called CS−module if every submodule of M is essential in a direct summand of M. N. Zeyada [9] introduced s − CS modules. A right R−module M is called right s − CS if every singular submodule of M is essential in a summand of M. Any nonsingular module is an s − CS module. Note further that any Goldie torsion s − CS module is a CS−module. A module M is called a min − CS module if every simple submodule of M is essential in a direct summand of M. N. Zeyada [9] introduced s−injective and strongly s−injective modules, for any two modules M and N, M is s − N−injective if any R−homomorphism f : K −→ M, where K is a singular submodule of N, extends to N. R is called right (self-) s−injective, if the right R−module R R is s−injective. M is strongly s−injective if M is s − N−injective for any module N. In this paper we investigate the notion of s − CS Modules and Rings. A ring R is called a right CF ring if every cyclic right R−module can be embedded in a free module. It is not known that every right CF ring is right artinian. Gómez Pardo and Guil Asensio proved that any right CS, right CF ring is right artinian. We extend their result to the case of s − CS. Also we give some properties of s−injective rings.
Throughout this paper all rings are associative with identity, and all modules are unitary R−modules. For a right R−module M R , we denoted by J(M), soc(M), Z(M) and Z 2 (M) the Jacobson radical, the socle, the singular submodule and the second singular submodule of M, respectively. S r , S l , Z r , Z l , Z r 2 and J are used to indicate the right socle, the left socle, the right singular ideal, the left singular ideal, the right second singular ideal, and the Jacobson radical of R, respectively. For a submodule N of M, the notations N ⊆ ess M, N ⊆ max M and N ⊆ ⊕ M mean, respectively, that N is essential, maximal, and direct summand. Mod−R indicates the category of right R−modules. We refer to [1] , [2] and [6] for all the undefined notions in this paper.
S − CS modules

Definition 1. [9] A right R−module M is called s − CS if every singular submodule of M is essential in a summand of M.
For example every nonsingular module is s − CS.
Lemma 1. For a right R−module M, the following statements are equivalent:
1. The second singular submodule Z 2 (M ) is CS and a summand of M.
M is s − CS.
Proof.
(1) =⇒ (2) . If the second singular submodule Z 2 (M) of M is CS and a summand of M, then every singular submodule of M is essential in a summand of Z 2 (M) and a summand of M.
(2) =⇒ (1) . Let M be s − CS and K is a submodule of
Proposition 1.
The following statements are equivalent: 
Dinh Van huynh, S. K. Jain and S. R. López-Permouth [4] proved that if R is simple such that every cyclic singular right R−module is CS, then R is right noetherian.
Corollary 1.
If R is simple such that every cyclic right R−module is s−CS, then R is right noetherian. 
Lemma 2. Let M 1 and M 2 be right R−modules and let
M = M 1 ⊕ M 2 . Then M 1 is s−M 2 −
injective if and only if for every singular submodule
Following [7] , we say that M is a UC−module if each of its submodule has a unique closure in M. 
Proof. Let K be a direct summand of M and N be a singular submodule of
Proof. Let K be a submodule of M 2 and suppose that f : 
The module M is said to satisfy condition (P ) if for any submodule N of M there exists a direct summand
Lemma 8. Let M be a module of uniform dimension two such that Z(M) is a nonzero direct summand of M and M is not a CS−module. Then M does not satisfy condition (P )
Proof. By hypothesis M = Z(M) ⊕ T for some nonzero submodule T . Assume to the contrary that M satisfy condition (P ). Let K be a complement in M which is not a direct summand of M. Then there exists a submodules L;
Here L is uniform and so since K ⊆ L and K is a summand of M, it follows that K = L is a summand. This a contradiction shows that M does not satisfy (P ).
Proposition 2. Let M be a UC−module. Then the following conditions are equivalent:
1. M satisfies condition (P ).
M is a s − CS module.
(1) =⇒ (2). Let K be a closure of a singular submodule A and T be a complement of K.
It is a well-know fact that the C2−condition implies the C3−condition. In the next Proposition we show that s−quasi-injective modules inherit a weaker version of these conditions.
Proposition 3. Suppose M is a s − M−injective right R−module.
Then the following statements hold: 
The following is an example of s − CS which is not s−injective. 
Theorem 1. Let M be an artinian right R−module with
M = Z 2 (M) ⊕ T where Z 2 (M
) is CS and T is nonsingular and S = End (M R ). Then S/J (S) is semisimple artinian ring and {α ∈ S : ker(α) ⊆ ess M} ⊆ J(S).
Proof. We claim that
By this fact, we have
S−dual rings
Definition 3. A ring R is said to be right s−dual if rl (K) = K for every singular right ideal K. Similarly, we can define a left s−dual ring. A right and s−dual is called an s−dual.
Every dual ring is s−dual. On the other hand, the ring of integers Z is s−dual but not dual.
Recall that a ring R is called Z r −semiperfect [8] if for every right ideal K, there is a decomposition K = eR⊕U such that e 2 = e and U = K ∩(1−e)R ⊆ Z r .
Lemma 9. If
The last equality follows from the fact that (1 − e) U is a singular right ideal of R. Proof. The equivalence (1) ⇐⇒ (2) and the implication (3) =⇒ (1) are clear.
(
and y ∈ l(aK). Then yaK = 0 and ya ∈ Ra∩l(K), so yax = 0 and y ∈ l(ax). Thus l(aK) ⊆ l(ax), and so ax ∈ rl(ax) ⊆ rl(aK) = aK, since aK is a singular right ideal of R. Hence ax = ak for some k ∈ K, and so (x − k) ∈ r(a). This means x ∈ r(a) + K and the proof is complete.
Proposition 6.
If R is right s−dual and soc (Z r ) = soc (J), then:
1. R is right minannihilator.
R is left mininjective and S
Proof. The proofs of (1), (2) and (3) 
Lemma 11. Let R be a left Kasch ring in which r(L) is essential in a summand of R R for every maximal essential left ideal
Proof. If L is maximal essential left ideal of R, we show that the simple left R−module R/L has a projective cover. Since R is left Kasch, let La = 0, where Lemma 12. Let R be a ring, and let P R be a finitely generated quasi-projective, CS−module, such that |Ω(P )| ≤ |C(P )|. Then |Ω(P )| = |C(P )|, and P R has finitely generated essential socle.
Proof. See [3, Theorem 14]. 
Proposition 8. If every singular simple right R−module embeds in M and
M is s − CS, then Z 2 (M) is
S−injectivity, s − CS and quasi Frobenius rings
Lemma 13. Suppose that R is a right s−injective ring. Then :
, for all singular right ideals T 1 and T 2 of R.
If k ∈ Z r and Rk is a minimal left ideal of R, then soc(kR) is zero or simple.
Proof. 
Remark 1. Note that if R is a right mininjective (s−injective) ring and kR is a minimal singular right ideal of R, then Rk is a minimal left ideal. This is in contrast to (2) of the Lemma 13.
Lemma 14. A ring R is right F − s−injective (for any finitely generated singular right ideal K of R, any R−homomorphism f : K −→ R extends to R) if and only if it satisfies the following two conditions:
Proof. The equivalence between (1) and (2) is drawn from [6, Lemma 2.1].
(1) and (2) =⇒ (3). By right min−s−injectivity, each Rk i is a minimal left
Rk i , where m ≤ n. We need to show that lr(
Rk i . We proceed by induction on m. This is clear if m = 1 by right min−s−injectivity. Assume that lr(
Rk i for all t < m. Now,
, and so (
This implies that (by induction hypothesis)
Rk i , and so
Rk i .
Lemma 15. Suppose that R is semiperfect and S
Proof. Write l (T ) 
kR) = rl(I), and so I ∩ kR = 0, a contradiction. Since Rk is a minimal left ideal of R (by right s−injectivity), l(kR) is a maximal left ideal of R. Thus l(I) + l(kR) = R. But rl(I ⊕ kR) = r (l(I) ∩ l(kR)) = rl(I) + rl(kR).
This is a direct sum, since l(I) + l(kR) = R. 
(c) =⇒ (a) Let kR be simple singular right ideal. If a ∈ rl (k) ( Ra is simple ), then a ∈ S l = S r , so aR is semisimple right ideal. But soc (rl (k)) = kR ⊆ ess rl (k). Thus a ∈ kR and rl (k) = kR. 
The converse is clear.
In the following
..
Björk gives an example of a local ring R with J 2 = 0 which is right artinian, right mininjective and r (Ra ∩ Rb) = r (a)+r (b) for all simple left ideals (S l is simple) yet is not quasi−Frobenius. [6] . Let F be a field and assume that a −→ a is an isomorphism F −→ F ⊆ F where the subfield F = F . Let R denote the left vector space on basis {1, t}, and make R into an F −algebra by defining t 2 = 0 and ta = at for all a ∈ F . Then: Proof. Since J 2 = 0 and R is semiperfect, then Z r ⊆ J ⊆ S r . Suppose that aR ⊆ J is a nonzero simple right ideal such that aR ∼ = eR where 0 = e 2 = e ∈ R. Then ae = 0 and 0 = aS r = ar (J) which is a contradiction. Thus Z r = J and R is Z r −semiperfect. Now, let T be a right ideal of R and f :
Example 2. Björk Example
for all x ∈ R. We see that h is an extension of f . So R is right selfinjective. Since R has ACC on right annihilators (R is semiprimary and J 2 = 0), then R is QF . 
Proposition 13. If R is s−CS such that every simple singular right R−module
embeds in (Z r 2 ) R , then R is semiperfect. Proof. Since R is s − CS, then (Z r 2 ) R is CS and R = (Z r 2 ) R ⊕ K for some right ideal K of R. Thus (Z
